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ABSTRACT
Through calculating the scatter diagrams of the streamfunction (P or T) versus potential vorticity (PV)
(qP or qT), where P and T are the planetary-scale streamfunction and total streamfunction, respectively,
and using a weakly nonlinear NAO model proposed in Part I of this paper, it is suggested that negative- and
positive-phase NAO events may approximately correspond to free modes even though driven by synoptic-
scale eddies. In a planetary-scale field, the qP(P) scatter diagram of an NAO event exhibits a linear
multivalued functional relationship in a narrow region for the negative phase, but exhibits a linear single-
valued functional relationship during the positive phase. It was also found that there is no steepening of the
slope of the main straight line in the qP(P) scatter diagrams for two phases of the NAO event. Instead, the
slope of the straight line in the scatterplots is time independent throughout the life cycle of the NAO event.
However, when synoptic-scale eddies are included in the streamfunction field, the qT (T) scatter diagram
of the negative-phase NAO event shows a trend toward steepening during the intensification phase, and this
tendency reverses during the decay phase. During the positive NAO phase the slope of the qt(T) scatter
diagram shoals during the intensification phase and then steepens during the decay phase. Thus, it appears
that the steepening and shoaling of the scatter diagrams of the streamfunction versus PV for the negative-
and positive-phase NAO events are attributed to the effect of synoptic-scale eddies that force NAO events
to form. Diagnostic studies using both composite and unfiltered fields of observed NAO events are pre-
sented to confirm these conclusions.
1. Introduction
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is one of the
most prominent and recurrent patterns of low-
frequency atmospheric variability in the North Hemi-
sphere (NH). The NAO not only affects the surface
temperature and the occurrence of storms and precipi-
tation over the Europe, but also influences the global
climate (Hurrell 1995a). Although the NAO is found to
exhibit remarkable decadal variability (Hurrell 1995a;
Häkkinen 2000), the inherent time scale of the NAO
events is actually about two weeks and the synoptic-
scale eddies may be the dynamical driver of the NAO
(Feldstein 2003). In a previous paper (Luo et al. 2007,
hereafter LLW), a weakly nonlinear model is proposed
to account for the interaction between preexisting plan-
etary-scale and synoptic-scale waves leads to an NAO
event, a zonally localized dipole mode (Hurrell 1995b;
Vallis et al. 2004; Cash et al. 2005). Results from this
theoretical model are found to bear a striking resem-
blance to observed NAO events for the negative and
positive phases (Benedict et al. 2004). It is shown that
the phase of the NAO event depends strongly upon
whether the preexisting planetary waves and preexist-
ing eddy forcing (PEF) from synoptic-scale waves have
a matching spatial structure. During the life cycle of the
NAO, the PEF is found to be able to play either a
positive role in growing the NAO or a negative role
that leads to NAO decay. Since there is broad and
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growing interest in the NAO, exploring the physical
dynamics of eddy-driven NAO events is a research
question of critical importance. In this paper, we at-
tempt to confirm the viewpoint that eddy-driven NAO
events with a period of about two weeks can corre-
spond approximately to free modes.
In the weakly nonlinear model proposed by LLW,
dipole solutions that describe the life cycles of NAO
events for positive and negative phases could be found.
The negative-phase NAO solution corresponds to the
solution of dipole blocking events occurring in the At-
lantic sector, but the positive-phase solution corre-
sponds to an intensified jet anomaly, which is found in
the Pacific (Dole and Gordon 1983). Haines et al.
(1993) showed that the dipole blocking anomalies be-
come strongly nonlinear at upper levels as the potential
vorticity contours close off. In this case, the modon
model may be more appropriate. The weakly nonlinear
mechanism, however, may be more important for the
intensified jet anomalies (positive-phase NAO events)
because their potential vorticity contours do not be-
come closed at any stage.
In LLW, a weakly nonlinear model was proposed as
a unified model for observed NAO events for both
positive and negative phases. A comparison between
observed NAO and blocking events indicated that the
negative-phase NAO event is actually identical to
blocking events in the Atlantic sector because there is a
large similarity between the negative-phase NAO and
blocking events in many aspects (period, pattern, and
driving mechanism) (Berggren et al. 1949; Benedict et
al. 2004; LLW). Thus, it was concluded that the nega-
tive-phase of the NAO event (NAO) is a free mode
and could be described by the weakly nonlinear model
in LLW in that the blocking events can exhibit local
free-mode dynamics (Butchart et al. 1989; Ek and Swa-
ters 1994). In a quasigeostrophic framework, a free
mode can be characterized formally by the functional
relation q  q() (Read et al. 1986; Branstator and
Opsteegh 1989; Butchart et al. 1989; Anderson 1992; Ek
and Swaters 1994), where  is the streamfunction, and
q is the potential vorticity (PV). For a free mode, the
q() scatter diagrams collapse onto a straight line. Not-
withstanding the mature NAO event can be regarded
as a free mode as in previous studies, how the free
mode dynamics of the NAO event behaves depends
upon the stage of its life cycle. Whether the positive
phase of the NAO (NAO) event represents a free
mode at all is unclear in theoretical and observational
aspects. Then, the aim of the present paper is to con-
struct the scatter diagrams of the streamfunction versus
PV from the theoretical model, observed NAO cases,
and composite NAO fields in order to demonstrate that
observed NAO events can approximately correspond
to free modes.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the
scatter diagrams are calculated based upon the plan-
etary-scale fields of NAO and NAO events shown in
LLW. In addition, a planetary-scale NAO event resem-
bling an omega-type block is presented as in Luo and
Chen (2006). In section 3, the scatter diagrams of the
total streamfunction against its corresponding PV are
presented to theoretically verify that the steepening
(shoaling) and shoaling (steepening) of the scatter dia-
grams during the life cycle of the NAO (NAO)
events are strongly associated with upstream synoptic-
scale eddies. In section 4, we present a diagnostic study
of the scatter diagrams of streamfunction versus PV
using two composite fields of NAO and NAO events
using the daily NAO index of Benedict et al. (2004). In
section 5, the scatter diagrams of the streamfunction
versus PV for unfiltered fields of two NAO cases are
computed. In section 6, a strongly nonlinear numerical
experiment performed by Haines and Malanotte- Riz-
zoli (1991, hereafter HMR) is briefly described in order
to demonstrate that the theoretical NAO model pro-
posed in LLW can describe free mode characteristics of
observed NAO events even though this theoretical
model is weakly nonlinear. The conclusion and discus-
sions are summarized in section 7.
2. Free mode dynamics of NAO events in a
theoretical model
In the diagnostic studies of split jet and intensified jet
events, Butchart et al. (1989), HMR, and Haines et al.
(1993) suggested that the free mode characteristics of
persistent structures described by theories are, to a
large extent, determined by the form of the potential
function   dq/d. In this paper, diagnostic studies of
the features of the scatter diagram (  dq/d) with
and without synoptic-scale eddies included will be per-
formed in order to understand if eddy-driven NAO
events for positive and negative phases are free modes.
In addition, the NAO and NAO events obtained in
LLW will be used to compute the scatter diagrams of q
versus  so as to make a comparison with diagnostic
studies from data.
a. Scatter diagrams of negative-phase NAO events
and free modes
1) DIPOLE-TYPE EVENTS
Figure 1 shows the planetary-scale fields of a NAO
event driven by synoptic-scale eddies through the inter-
action with the preexisting planetary wave, as in LLW
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(their Fig. 3a). It was found that in the planetary-scale
field, the life cycle of the NAO event is similar to that
of a dipole block, a high-over-low dipole height
anomaly. In the total field, however, there appears to
be several isolated cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices
coexisting within the NAO region (LLW, their Fig. 3c).
This implicates that negative-phase NAO events ob-
served in the real atmosphere looks like a meandering
blocking flow (Berggren et al. 1949; Benedict et al.
2004; LLW).
In Fig. 1, the negative-phase NAO anomaly at the
mature stage (day 9) is strongly nonlinear because its
potential vorticity contours close off completely in this
stage (McWilliams 1980; HMR). In this case, the
strongly nonlinear modon model of McWilliams (1980)
may be more appropriate. Although the amplitude of
the mature NAO anomaly is beyond the strict range of
validity of the weakly nonlinear theory, a comparison
with the scatter diagrams in a numerical experiment by
HMR in a strongly nonlinear limit suggests that the
weakly nonlinear model in LLW approximately repre-
sents strongly nonlinear coherent structures. An ex-
ample of this type of behavior might be isolated split jet
anomalies, even though the weakly nonlinear process
may be dominant in the early and decay stages of co-
herent structures. Diagnostic studies are needed in or-
der to determine whether the weakly nonlinear dynam-
ics is relevant to negative- and positive-phase NAO
anomalies. A useful method for testing this theory is to
plot the scatter diagrams of the streamfunction versus
PV from both data and the model, and then to perform
a comparison. Before a diagnostic study is performed,
FIG. 1. Planetary-scale fields for the life cycle of a negative-phase NAO event, in which the contour
interval (CI) is 0.3 (from LLW).
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the scatter diagrams of the streamfunction versus PV in
the weakly nonlinear model proposed by LLW will be
presented.
Figure 2 shows the scatter diagrams of the planetary-
scale streamfunction against its corresponding PV from
2  x  2 during the life cycle of the NAO event
shown in Fig. 1. It was found that for an NAO event
the scatter diagram is time dependent and reveals a
multivalued functional relationship in a narrow region
during the period from day 3 to 15, although the main
functional line on the plot exhibits a straight line. Thus,
it is natural to conclude that the NAO events are a
free mode because the multivalued functional relation-
ship of the scatter diagram is a manifestation of strongly
nonlinear isolated structures. This behavior has been
demonstrated by many investigators (McWilliams 1980;
Butchart et al. 1989). Of course, NAO events can also
be approximated as a free mode in that the deviation
from the straight line of qP  qP(P) is rather small.
To see the dependence of the multivalued functional
lines of qP versus P on the initial value (intensity and
structure) of the NAO event, we can consider B(x, 0) 
B0 cos(x) and B(x, 0)  B0 sech( /(2	)B0x) having
B0  0.35 and   0.24 as two initial values for the
theoretical NAO event in LLW to examine this prob-
lem. Figure 3 shows the scatterplots of qP versus P at
day 9 for the two initial values. It is found that the
different choice of the initial value of the negative-
phase NAO does not affect the multivalued functional
relationship in the scatter diagrams of qP versus P dur-
ing its mature stage. In other words, such a character-
istic of the scatter diagrams may be the essence of the
NAO event, indicating that our weakly nonlinear
model can, to a certain extent, describe the strongly
nonlinear local free-mode characteristics of NAO
events even if excited by synoptic-scale eddies (Butch-
art et al. 1989; HMR).
2) OMEGA-TYPE EVENTS
In the real atmosphere, an NAO event in a plan-
etary-scale field does not exactly exhibit the high-over-
low (dipole) structure, as shown in Fig. 1. It sometimes
possesses an Omega-type blocking structure in a com-
posite field (Benedict et al. 2004, their Fig. 5). Figure 4
shows the planetary-scale field of a negative-phase
NAO event driven by both synoptic-scale eddies and
large-scale land–sea contrast (LSC) topography for the
initial value of B(x, 0)  B0 cos(x) for B0  0.3,  
0.24, and h0  0.5 (a topographic parameter) in the
weakly nonlinear blocking model proposed in Luo and
Chen (2006), but with other parameters the same as in
Fig. 1.
It is interesting to note that in the presence of LSC
topography the negative-phase NAO event driven by
synoptic-scale eddies has an Omega type blocking
structure in a planetary-scale field. This shows that the
LSC topography may play a certain role in the forma-
tion of realistic NAO patterns. Of course, the strength
and detailed shape of the NAO event in a planetary-
scale field is found to depend upon the initial condi-
tions, the setting of the background westerly wind, and
other factors, as pointed out in LLW (not shown). As
we will find in the next section, the composite field of
observed NAO events indeed exhibits an Omega type
blocking structure. Thus, it is possible to speculate that
Fig. 4 looks more similar to the structure of composite
NAO events.
To examine if the scatter diagram of planetary-scale
streamfunction against its corresponding PV depends
upon the shape of observed NAO events, the qP(P)
scatter diagrams at different stages of an NAO event
shown in Fig. 4 are also calculated and shown in Fig. 5.
It was found in Fig. 5 that in the presence of LSC
topography there is still a multivalued functional rela-
tionship of the qP(P) scatter diagram in a narrow re-
gion for an Omega type NAO structure, which is par-
ticularly noticeable at the mature stage, but two straight
lines in this scatterplot are not more evident than in the
dipole NAO event shown in Fig. 2.
b. Scatter diagrams of positive-phase NAO events
and free modes
Figure 6 shows the planetary-scale fields of an NAO
event driven by synoptic- scale eddies, which is cited
from LLW. Note that the NAO event in a planetary-
scale field is represented entirely by a low-over-high
dipole anomaly (nonblocking). This is actually similar
to a jet intensification anomaly over the North Pacific
observed by Dole and Gordon (1983) and Dole (1986).
HMR showed that the jet intensification anomaly is
weakly nonlinear even in the high amplitude regime
because the potential vorticity contours do not, in gen-
eral, become closed at any stage. It was found numeri-
cally that the scatter diagram of qP versus P for the
intensified jet anomaly at the mature stage exhibits a
linear single-valued functional relationship. Here we
will further calculate the scatter diagrams of qP versus
P during the life cycle of an NAO
 event from both
theoretical and observational point of view in order to
ascertain whether the weakly nonlinear model pro-
posed in LLW is able to describe the free mode char-
acteristics of NAO events.
The scatter diagrams of qP versus P in the region of
2  x  2 during a life cycle of the NAO event as
described in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7. It is found that
the points on the scatter diagram almost congregate in
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FIG. 2. Scatter diagrams of the planetary-scale streamfunction (P) vs its corresponding PV (qP) for
the life cycle of the negative-phase event shown in Fig. 1.
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a straight line. The main straight line in this scatterplot
is found to be time-independent, but the detail of the
scatterplots is time dependent. For example, at the ma-
ture stage the slope dqP/dP can become more negative
to the north and south of the jet center. The scatter
diagram at day 9 shown in Fig. 7 was obtained from the
weakly nonlinear model in LLW and is very similar to
the theoretical result obtained by HMR by extending
the Korteweg-de-Vries (KdV) solitary wave blocking
model (Malguzzi and Malanotte-Rizzoli 1984). This
model can be used to describe the jet intensification
anomalies over the North Pacific. However, the HMR
extended KdV model is only appropriate for the ma-
ture stage of an NAO event. That is to say, the char-
acteristics of the scatter diagrams in the early and decay
stages of the intensified jet anomaly cannot be reflected
by their model. Although the HMR model can capture
some of the essential physics of jet intensification
anomalies occurring in the Pacific and Atlantic sectors,
it is the inability of the model to explain how the jet
intensification anomalies (NAO events) in the Atlan-
tic sector affect the blocking activity over the Europe.
However, this issue can be investigated using the
weakly nonlinear model proposed in LLW. Thus, it is
natural to conclude that the weakly nonlinear model
proposed in LLW is more appropriate for representing
the influence of the NAO on European blockings.
Similarly, the dependence of the scatter diagram
for the NAO event at day 9 on the initial conditions
is also examined, which is shown in Fig. 8 for two ini-
tial conditions of B(x, 0)  B0 and B(x, 0)  B0
sech( /(2	)B0x) with B0  0.45.
Note that the scatter diagram that exhibits an almost
linear functional relationship does not depend strongly
upon different choice of initial values. This indicates
sufficiently that the qP  P plot of the NAO
 event
should essentially have an almost linear functional re-
lationship. This allows us to speculate that the weakly
nonlinear dynamics may be more important for the
NAO event. Even so, the NAO event can be thought
of as a free mode.
In previous studies, the free mode characteristics of
split-jet anomalies can be approximately captured by
the strongly nonlinear modon model of McWilliams
(1980), but the free mode dynamics of the intensified jet
anomalies can only be described by a weakly nonlinear
model (HMR; Haines et al. 1993). In this paper, the
weakly nonlinear model, proposed as a unified ap-
proach in LLW, is found to not only be able to capture
the free mode characteristics of isolated split jet anoma-
lies (NAO events), but also the free mode character-
istics of intensified jet anomalies (NAO events).
In the diagnostic studies of observed blocking cases,
an important feature of the q() scatter diagram is the
existence of a steepening prior to the full establishment
of blocking (Butchart et al. 1989; Ek and Swaters 1994).
However, the physical cause for this steepening on the
scatter diagram is unclear, and this will be explored in
the next section. In addition, some new features on the
scatter diagrams of NAO and NAO events are also
found here.
3. Does the steepening of the scatter diagram exist
for the two phases of NAO?
It was found in Figs. 2, 5, and 7 that there was no
steepening of the slope of the main straight line in the
qP(P) scatter diagrams for two phases of the NAO
events. However, Butchart et al. (1989) and Ek and
Swaters (1994) found by calculating the q() scatter
diagrams of the five-day mean geostrophic streamfunc-
FIG. 3. Scatter diagrams of P vs qP of a negative-phase NAO
event at day 9 for two different initial values: (a) initial value B(x,
0)  B0 cos(x) for B0  0.35 and   0.24, and (b) initial value
B(x, 0)  B0 sech(/(2	)B0x) for B0  0.35.
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tion against PV during blocking episodes that there is a
steepening of the q() scatter diagrams prior to block-
ing formation. Although their calculations involved ac-
tual blocking cases, observed NAO events are also
found to have such features in that NAO events re-
semble blocking events in the Atlantic sector. This will
be revealed by the composite field study of NAO
events in the next section. However, a comparison with
Figs. 2 and 5 indicates that the scatter diagrams ob-
tained from the weakly nonlinear NAO model in LLW
are not consistent with the scatter diagrams from data
obtained by Ek and Swaters (1994). It is likely that the
synoptic-scale eddies may play a role in causing this
inconsistency. This is because the five-day mean fields
cannot sufficiently filter out synoptic-scale eddies from
the daily field. As pointed out by Butchart et al. (1989),
a 5-day averaging had little effect on the overall spatial
structure of the PV and streamfunction fields for ob-
served blocking events except to reduce the amplitudes
of the individual features. For this case, synoptic-scale
eddies cannot almost be removed from the streamfunc-
tion field. Thus, their scatter diagrams actually include
the role of synoptic-scale eddies. This point will be con-
firmed by the calculation of the scatter diagram of the
streamfunction versus PV with and without the effect of
synoptic- scale eddies in this section.
Figure 9 shows the scatter diagrams for the total
streamfunction (T) against its corresponding PV (qT)
for NAO and NAO events shown in LLW (their
Figs. 3c and 5c). It can be seen from Fig. 9 that as
FIG. 4. Planetary-scale field of a negative-phase NAO event driven by both synoptic-scale eddies and
large-scale LSC topography for an initial value of B(x, 0)  B0 cos(x), B0  0.3, and   0.24, and
topographic parameter h0  0.5 in the weakly nonlinear model proposed in Luo and Chen (2006b; CI 0.3).
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FIG. 5. Scatter diagrams of P vs qP for the life cycle of the negative-phase NAO event as shown in
Fig. 4.
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synoptic-scale eddies are included in the data used, the
qT(T) scatter diagram for the NAO
 event tends to
steepen during the intensification phase. This tendency
reverses, however, during the decay phase (Fig. 9a),
which is unlike the characteristics of the qP(P) scatter
diagram found in Fig. 2. Also, it is interesting to see that
the qT(T) scatter diagram for the NAO
 event shows
a trend toward a shoaling during the intensification
phase, while it steepened during the decay phase (Fig.
9b). Thus, a comparison with Figs. 2 and 7 indicates that
the steepening and shoaling of the qT(T) scatter dia-
gram of the streamfunction versus PV for the two
phases of the NAO can be attributed to the effect of
synoptic-scale eddies. In this process, the northward
(southward) shift of synoptic-scale anticyclones (cy-
clones) associated with the NAO growth results in the
steepening in the qT(T) scatter diagram. But a reverse
trend of synoptic-scale eddies associated with the NAO
decay tends to induce the shoaling in the qT(T) scatter
diagram. Ek and Swaters (1994) suggested that the
steepening of the scatter diagram prior to the formation
of the block is associated with an intense cyclonic dis-
turbance (Arctic disturbance), this was also noted by
Butchart et al. (1989). Unfortunately, the shoaling of
the slope of the scatter diagrams during the decay
phase, as shown in Fig. 9a, is not noted in their diag-
nostic studies. The diagnostic study in section 5 will
indicate this point.
FIG. 6. Planetary-scale fields for the life cycle of a positive-phase NAO event, in which the CI is 0.3
(from LLW).
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FIG. 7. Scatter diagrams of P vs qP for the life cycle of the positive-phase NAO event as shown in
Fig. 6.
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In addition, we can see in Fig. 9a that the qT(T)
scatter diagram of the NAO event (blocking) shows a
linear multivalued functional relationship, which is
likely to be modonlike, but the NAO (persistent in-
tensified jet) scatter diagram is not similar (Fig. 9b).
Thus, it is conjectured that two approximate straight
lines in the scatter diagram of the NAO event (block-
ing event) may also be associated with upstream syn-
optic-scale eddies. But for the NAO phase, the qT(T)
scatter diagrams do not show such a characteristic. To
further confirm the above ideas, a diagnostic composite
study of observed NAO events and its diagnostic study
are performed based upon the daily NAO index by
Benedict et al. (2004).
4. Characteristics of the scatter diagrams in the
composite fields of negative- and positive-phase
NAO events and free modes
Before evaluating the relevance of the weakly non-
linear model in LLW to NAO events, a sample of 10
positive and 20 negative NAO events during the period
spanning the years 1958–97 for the months of Decem-
ber–February (DJF) was chosen, Following Benedict et
al. (2004), we used the daily NAO index time series to
select the NAO events used for a composite (see Fig. 1
of Benedict et al., 2004). The data used for our com-
posite are the daily (0000 UTC) National Centers for
Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis height at
300-mb level and multilevel (500, 400, 300, 250, 200, and
150 mb) temperature data on a latitude–longitude grid
with 2.5° interval.
As in Benedict et al. (2004), a series of NAO and
NAO events are defined based on the first rotated
principal component analysis (RPCA) of the 300-mb
geopotential height field. An event is specified as a
string of four or more consecutive days in which the
NAO index is greater than 1.33 standard deviations.
The zero-lag day that is the base point of an event is
defined as the day on which the index is at its largest
value. Using unfiltered 300-mb geopotential height
fields, we can produce two sets of composite fields
aligned to the zero-lag day, one for the selected 10
negative-phase cases and the other for the 20 positive-
phase cases. The composite of the NAO events should,
to a large extent, filter out the synoptic-scale eddies,
which excite the NAO events. In this case, the compos-
ite field of the NAO events can represent the planetary-
scale part of the NAO flow.
Figure 10 shows the composite geopotential height
fields at the 300-mb level for both NAO and NAO
events from Benedict et al. (2004). It can be shown in
Fig. 10a that the composite field of NAO events at the
300-mb level represents the life cycle of an Omega type
block. Figure 10a also bears a striking resemblance to
Fig. 4, but the composite field of NAO events exhibits
a low-over-high dipole structure, the intensified jet
anomaly (Fig. 10b), which looks similar to Fig. 6. The
zero-lag day in the two figures corresponds to the
strongest stage of the composite NAO event. However,
it must be pointed out that the decay of the omega type
blocking structure in Fig. 10a is a rapid process, which
may be related to the baroclinicity of the background
flow (Luo 2005). To further evaluate the relevance of
the weakly nonlinear model in LLW to observed NAO
events, the scatter diagrams of the streamfunction ver-
sus PV for the composite fields of the NAO events for
two phases are calculated using the composite geo-
strophic streamfunction. Throughout this calculation,
the box plotted in Fig. 10 is subjectively chosen to sur-
round a region used to compute the scatter diagrams of
the streamfunction versus PV for the NAO events.
The geostrophic streamfunction was calculated at
FIG. 8. Scatter diagrams of P vs qP of a positive-phase NAO
event at day 9 for two different initial values: (a) initial value of
B(x, 0)  B0 for B0  0.45 and (b) initial value of B(x, 0)  B0
sech(/(2	)B0x) for B0  0.45.
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FIG. 9. Scatter diagrams of the total streamfunction (T) against its corresponding PV (qT) for negative- and
positive-phase NAO events in Figs. 1 and 6, respectively, as shown in LLW (their Figs. 3c and 5c): (a) negative
phase and (b) positive phase.
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FIG. 9. (Continued)
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each grid point (i, j) as i, j  gZi, j /f0, where g is the
gravitational acceleration, f0 the Coriolis parameter
at 55°N, and Zi, j the geopotential height at the 300-mb
level. In this section, Zi, j is the composite geopotential
height at the 300-mb surface, but is chosen to be an
instantaneous 300-mb geopotential height in the next
section.
Similar to Butchart et al. (1989), the PV is calculated
FIG. 10. Composite geopotential height fields at the 300-mb level of the NAO events for negative and positive phases according to
the negative- and positive-phase NAO events presented by Benedict et al. (2004): (a) negative-phase field and (b) positive-phase field.
The box in the two figures covering the main region of the NAO event is used to compute the scatterplots of the streamfunction against
the corresponding PV.
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FIG. 10. (Continued)
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FIG. 11. Scatter diagrams of the streamfunction (108 m2 s1) against its corresponding PV (104 s1) for
the composite fields of negative- and positive-phase NAO events shown in Fig. 10: (a) negative phase and
(b) positive phase
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FIG. 11. (Continued)
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using the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data in the expres-
sion
q  f  2  f0

p  dref dp,
where 
ref is a reference potential temperature calcu-
lated as the area mean of a potential temperature at the
300-mb level to the north of 22°N, and 
 is the devia-
tion from the reference potential temperature.
Figure 11 shows the scatter diagrams of the stream-
function against PV for the composite fields of NAO
and NAO events shown in Fig. 10. It is found in Fig.
11a that for the NAO event the scatter diagram of the
streamfunction against PV exhibits a linear multivalued
functional relationship in a narrow region, which seems
to become more evident after the zero-lag day. It is also
interesting to note that the scatterplots from lag 0 to lag
5 look similar to the scatter diagrams from day 9 to 15
in Fig. 5. This similarity may be due to a fact that the
discrepancy between the two NAO events shown in
Figs. 11a and 5, respectively, is rather small. On the
other hand, we see in Fig. 11a that the scatter diagram
of the composite NAO event does not show any steep-
ening and shoaling during much of its evolution. This
further supports our theoretical result in Fig. 5 where
no steepening and shoaling of the qP(P) scatter dia-
gram is observed. This shows that the weakly nonlinear
model in LLW can capture the free mode characteris-
tics of the composite NAO event.
Also, it can be noted in Fig. 11b that the scatter dia-
gram of the streamfunction versus PV for the compos-
ite NAO event exhibits a linear single-valued func-
tional relationship, and its slope seems unchanged in
time except at lag (10). These features are in agree-
ment with the theoretical finding in Fig. 7. In other
words, in a pure planetary-scale field no shoaling and
steepening of the scatter diagram can be detected for
the NAO event.
Therefore, the above diagnostic results strongly sug-
gest that in a planetary-scale field there is no steepening
and shoaling of the qP(P) scatter diagram for both
phases of the NAO. As we will demonstrate in the next
section, the steepening and shoaling of the scatter dia-
gram of the streamfunction versus its corresponding PV
for NAO and NAO events are likely to be associated
with synoptic-scale eddies.
5. Diagnostic studies of negative- and
positive-phase NAO cases
In this section, we will present the calculation of the
scatter diagram of the streamfunction versus its corre-
sponding PV from unfiltered geopotential height fields
for two observed NAO and NAO cases. This calcu-
lation will confirm the important result from the above
sections that the steepening and shoaling of the scatter
diagram of the NAO event for its two phases are at-
tributed to the effect of synoptic-scale eddies.
Figure 12 shows the geopotential height fields at 300
mb for two observed NAO events that represent nega-
tive and positive phases occurring in the Atlantic sector
during the periods from 7 to 22 February 1969, and
from 19 December 1989 to 7 January 1990.
It was found in Fig. 12a that the life cycle of the
NAO event during the period from 7 to 22 February
1969 bears a striking resemblance to a blocking process
driven by synoptic-scale eddies in the Atlantic sector
(Butchart et al. 1989). The strongest negative NAO in-
dex values were observed on 16 February. During the
life cycle of the NAO event, a meandering blocklike
flow was observed in the NAO region, implicating that
synoptic-scale eddies played an important role in both
intensification and decay of NAO events (blocking
events) (Lupo and Bosart 1999; LLW). Figure 12b rep-
resents the life cycle of an observed NAO event. This
event was strongest on 26 December 1989. It appears
that in this stage, the small-scale troughs and ridges are
mostly absorbed by the zonal mean westerly flow and
form an intensified westerly jet. In a word, the life pro-
cesses of the two NAO events are very similar to those
obtained from the weakly nonlinear NAO model in
LLW.
It should be pointed out that the NAO events meet
the blocking criterion detailed in Lupo and Bosart
(1999) and references therein. Thus, the NAO events
were actually identical to the blocking events in the
Atlantic sector in many aspects. Notwithstanding, the
time scale of NAO events was about two weeks, and
they do not meet any blocking criterion. However, this
does not mean that the NAO event is not a free mode.
As we have demonstrated in the above section, an
NAO event in the planetary-scale field can be a free
mode.
Figure 13 shows the scatterplots of the streamfunc-
tion against PV for two NAO cases shown in Fig. 12 in
which the scatter diagrams are computed in a box re-
gion prescribed in this figure. It should be pointed out
that a line is plotted in the scatter diagrams in order to
reflect how the slope of the scatter diagrams changes
during the NAO life cycle for its two phases. It can be
shown in Fig. 13a that for the NAO event the scatter
diagrams indeed steepened during the intensification
phase from 7 to 16 February, but this trend reversed
during the decay phase from 16 to 22 February. The
change of the observed scatter diagram was similar to
the theoretical result in Fig. 9a. Nevertheless, the scat-
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FIG. 12. Geopotential height fields at 300-mb of observed NAO events during the periods from 7 to 22
Feb 1969 and from 19 Dec 1989 to 7 Jan 1990: (a) negative phase and (b) positive phase.
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terplots in the composite field shown in Fig. 11a do not
possess such a feature in that the synoptic-scale eddies
almost have been filtered out. This confirms our new
finding that synoptic-scale eddies can play a key role in
causing the steepening and shoaling of the scatter dia-
grams of the streamfunction against PV associated with
the life cycle of the NAO event.
On the other hand, we see in Fig. 13b that the slope
of the main straight line in the q   scatter diagrams
for the positive-phase case shows a shoaling during the
intensification stage from 19 to 26 December 1989. This
tendency reversed, however, during the decay stage
from 26 December 1989 to 7 January 1990. It is obvious
that such a change in the scatter diagrams is very similar
to theoretical behavior in Fig. 9b. Thus, it is natural to
conclude from a comparison with Figs. 7, 9b, and 11b
FIG. 13. Scatter diagrams of the total streamfunction (104 s1) against its corresponding PV
(108 m2 s1) for the observed negative- and positive-phase NAO cases in Fig. 12: (a) negative
phase and (b) positive phase.
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that synoptic-scale eddies can play an important role in
causing a change in the slope of the positive-phase scat-
ter diagrams, but have a reverse role compared to the
negative NAO phase.
6. Numerical experiments and validity of the
weakly nonlinear NAO model
It can be seen using the composite of NAO events
here that the NAO and NAO events correspond to
split jet and intensified jet anomalies in the North At-
lantic sector, respectively. The scatter diagrams of the
streamfunction versus PV for NAO and NAO events
that were obtained theoretically from LLW are consis-
tent with the HMR numerical result although their ex-
periment is a strongly nonlinear numerical experiment
for split jet and intensified jet anomalies. The HMR
numerical result, shown in Fig. 14, is cited to demon-
strate the relevance of the weakly nonlinear model in
FIG. 13. (Continued)
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LLW to the free mode characteristics of NAO and
NAO events. It is obvious that Fig. 14a looks like Fig.
8, and that Fig. 14b is similar to Fig. 3. Figures 3 and 8
correspond to the mature NAO and NAO events
(day 9), respectively, and bear a striking resemblance to
the split jet and intense jet type anomalies. Thus, the
HMR strongly nonlinear experiment sufficiently indi-
cates that the theoretical NAO model proposed in
LLW can capture the free mode characteristics of eddy-
driven NAO events, even if it is a weakly nonlinear
model.
7. Conclusions and discussions
In this paper, we have confirmed using theoretical
and diagnostic evidence that the NAO events for nega-
tive and positive phases approximately correspond to
free modes even though they are driven by synoptic-
scale eddies. A time series of scatter diagrams of the
streamfunction against PV are calculated for the
NAO and NAO events obtained theoretically by
LLW. It is found that the scatter diagrams of the NAO
event during its life cycle display an approximately lin-
ear functional relation between the streamfunction and
PV in a planetary-scale field, thus suggesting that the
NAO event in its two phases is approximately a free
mode.
The time series of the planetary-scale scatter dia-
grams for the NAO event show a qualitative trend
toward a multivalued functional relationship in a nar-
row region, which is particularly noticeable and more
modonlike during the mature phase. Thus, this indi-
cates that the NAO events may correspond to isolated
free modes (blocking events) in the North Atlantic sec-
tor. The slope of the main straight line in the scatter
diagrams is time independent, which is also tenable for
the NAO event. But there is only a linear single-
valued functional relationship in the scatterplots of qP
versus P for the positive phase. A diagnostic study
using the composite fields was presented to support the
theoretical results.
As the synoptic-scale eddies that force NAO events
to form are included in the streamfunction field, the
instantaneous scatter diagrams of the total streamfunc-
tion against the corresponding PV calculated during the
life cycle of the NAO event show that for the NAO
event the scatter diagrams steepened during the inten-
sification period. This trend reversed, however, during
the decay stage. Such a characteristic is not found in
previous diagnostic studies of blocking events by
Butchart et al. (1989) and Ek and Swaters (1994), al-
though they found that a steepening of the scatter dia-
gram is in the growth stage of the blocking event. For
the positive phase the slope of the main straight line in
the scatter diagrams tended to shoal during the inten-
sification phase, but this tendency reversed during the
decay phase. If the synoptic-scale eddies were excluded,
no steepening and shoaling are observed in the scatter-
plots, thus indicating that the steepening and shoaling
of the scatter diagrams for two phases of the NAO
event are strongly associated with synoptic-scale ed-
FIG. 14. Scatter diagrams of PV against streamfunction for the
quasi-steady intense jet and split jet anomalies from the strongly
nonlinear numerical experiment: (a) intense jet anomaly and (b)
split jet anomaly (from Haines and Malanotte-Rizzoli 1991, their
Fig. 14).
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dies. The diagnostic study of observed NAO cases pre-
sented here confirms this speculation.
In conclusion, although our theoretical model is
weakly nonlinear, the theoretical results obtained from
the weakly nonlinear model of LLW compare well with
the diagnostic results using composite fields, observed
NAO cases and the numerical results of HMR. In par-
ticular, the HMR strongly nonlinear numerical experi-
ment seems to provide evidence that the free mode
characteristics of the NAO events in the real atmo-
sphere can be captured better by the weakly nonlinear
model of LLW even though the real NAO event at
mature stage can correspond to a strongly nonlinear
process.
However, why the slope of the main straight line in
the qT(T) scatter diagrams of the NAO
 event exhib-
ited a trend opposite to that of the negative-phase event
has not been explored here. In particular, why the ap-
pearance of NAO and NAO events sometimes al-
ternate is also unclear (Benedict et al. 2004). Further
diagnostic and theoretical studies of these events
clearly are needed in the future.
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